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Abstract
This paper presents a multi-robot system which
assembles integrated circuits . The problems addressed
dre the calibration of the robotic station. the control
of several robots working concurrently. and pattern
recognition . These problems are discussed in the context of a distributed system .
The use of image processing is omnipresent . For
instance . vision feedback is used to acknowledge almost every move of the robots and also to calibrate
the Glmera Itself. Pattern recognition techniques are
employed to detect the exact orientation of an IC die .
Several robots are used in order to give more flexibility to the system and allow us to acquire experience
which could lead toward a multirobot multitasking system .
keywords: Multirobot . Flexible Manufacturing
Systems . Integrated Circuit assembly. Pattern RecognitIOn , Vision Feedback . Error Recovery

Resume
Cet article presente un systeme assemblant des
ci rcuits integres avec plusieurs robots . Les problemes
adresses sont: la calibr<ltion de 1<1 station robotique.
le contrcle de plusieurs robots oeuvrant a differentes
taches simultanement et la reconnaissance d·i m<lges .
L'utilisation de la vision par ordinateur est omnipresente dans le systeme. Premierement. elle permet de verifier I'ex<lctitude de presque tous les mouvements des robots. Deuxiemement. elle est necessaire
pour la calibration de la camer<l . Finalement , elle
est indispensable afin de proceder a 1<1 reconnaiss<lnce
d ·im<lge . Cette derniere est utilisee dans le but d 'obtenir
les positions et orientations exactes des puces electroniques .
Plusieurs robots sont utilisees d<lns le but de ren dre le systeme plus flexible et surtout pour nous permettre d ' acquerir I' experience necessaire a la concep tIOn de systemes robotises "multi-taches " "multi robots "
Mots (le : Multi ' ro bots . Sy s temes de Pro ,j ui. r"."

1.

Introduction

Until recently. few attempts have been made to
create multi robot cooperative systems which have practical applic<ltion in industry. The designers of such
s ystems have to take into account factors such JS ease
of progr<lmming , task parallelism . error recovery. collision avoidance and so on . F. Ruoff[l] has proposed
such a system but every robot must be progr<lmmabl e
with the same progr<lmming language. Unfortunately .
industrial robots usually come with their own programming language and generally. robot vendors offer little
support to those who want to implement their own
I<lnguage . As a result. few customers implement their
own because it is expensive. takes a lot of time . and
includes risk of damaging the robot . Here . we will
discuss the implementation of a flexible le assembly
station which deals with some of these problems . The
proposed s t<ltion does not require Jny s pec ial robot
programming I<lngu<lge . P<ller et al.[21 have already
implemented a system that assembles ICs . However .
they used one robot , which involved a single task .
Therefore , they were not concerned about synchronization between robots . Here . the assembly of IC s
is used <IS a me<lns to work in a multi - robot environment. This paper is divided in five sections . First . J
description of the robotic environment is given . which
is followed by a function<ll description of the tasks to
be done . Thereafter . the important fe<ltures of the
system are discussed . This includes the start-up procedure. task synchronization and vision feedback . We
conclude with some w<lys to improve the system .
The start-up procedure discusses efficient ways to
model the environment and to calibrate the cameras
The modeling is based on basic guiding[3] and the
camera calibration is done by inferring the posi tion of
the camer<l JnJ correcting its POSition by eV<lluJtlng
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a proper correction offset. This technique has . been
described by Mansouri!41 .
Task synchronization is done by means of message passing!5]!6]!lOI . Processes are synchronized
with each other by means of a "rendez-vous" scheme.
The vision feedback will mostly be used for locating
the position and the orientation of objects. It requires
the use of template matching and the local features
method!71 . Finally. the implementation of forward recovery techniques!81 and a simple scheme for collision
avoidance based on the method of Freund and Hoyer!91
are intended.
2.

Description Of The Robotic Environment

The McGill University Computer Vision and RobotLaboratory is based on three VAX minicomputers and Cl wide variety of peripheral equipment for research . A VAX 11/780 running VAX/VMS and Eunice . a Unix emulator . is linked with two VAX 11 / 750
minicomputers running UNIX 4 .2BSD . by the Ethernet local area network . The VAX 11 / 780 is used for
the AI oriented programs which control the overall sta tion . The two VAX 11 / 750s are used for the robots .
the control of peripheral equipment and the vision processing. A Matrox frame grabber system which can
handle up to 4 different video inputs . is linked to the
vision VAX 11 /750. The system is configured as a
distributed system shown in Figure 1.
There are two robots available in the laboratory :
A PUMA 260 from Unimation and a CASTOR from
Microbo . Each robot has its own command language .
VAL for the PUMA 260 and IRL for the CASTOR . Fortunately . software packages have been written in the C
programing language to emulate these two robot lan guages . Basically. these programs convey commands
as remote terminals to the robots by way of RS-232
links . This greatly simplifies the control of the robots
by allowing them to be accessed by a single program.
There are advantages and disadvantages to do this .
The main advantage is that no special language is re quired to use both robots at their full capabilities. This
saves a great deal of time at the implementation level
and seems to be one of the easiest ways to use sev eral robots efficiently. However . the user is limited by
the power of the emulation package available as well
as the vendor's programming language . For instance .
the (AS TO R' s controller offers an easy way to do
concurrent processing because every time a command
is received . the CASTOR ' s controller returns an ac knowledgement immediately. which I S not the CJse for
th e PUMA s controller . It IS also possible to ( hJn~ e
ICS
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the robot trajectory while it is moving by sending a
new trajectory command before the previous one is
completed. On the other hand . the IRL command lan guage does not have any facilities for making the robot
move along a straight line. The only available motion
is joint interpolated .
A variety of automatically interchangeable end effectors have been built to work with the PUMA 260
robot . They will soon be available for the CASTOR
robot as well. Meanwhile. a specialized multitool has
been built for the Microbo . These exchangeable tool ing facilities provide great flexibility to the present
robotic station . The robots can perform a wide range
of complex tasks without any human intervention .
:n addition . a set of high resolution (CD cameras
and a 50x microscope . with remote focus and zoom .
are available for the vision task. Also . an XY stage
can achieve extremely fine positioning under the microscope . Finally. several kinds of feeders have been
built to fulfill the different needs of the laboratory.
The minimum set- up requirements for the present
project includes :
Two robots to perform the assembly task .
IC feeder .
- Dice array carrier to hold the dice array for assembly .
- Fixture for holding the dice array during the operation .
_ Vacuum end effector to pick up the 40 pin IC dice
camer.
Vacuum end effector to pick up a 3mm x 3mm die .
Syringe to dispense the soldering paste on the IC
dice carrier .
End effector to pick up the dice array .
Set of CCD cameras and a microscope with a
frame grabber system .
XY stage .
The Matrox frame grabber generates images of
512 x 512 pixels with 128 grey levels . However . only
256 x 256 pixels of resolution and 64 grey levels are
used . This has been chosen for two reasons . First . it
greatly reduces the amount of processing required per
image which speeds up the processing time by several orders of magnitude . Second . knowing that th e
welding pads are ::::: 10 pixels square when full magnifi.
cation is used . this 256 x 256 image resolution allow s
locating their centers with a possible precision of 10
percent. which is acceptable . Because of its higher re pt' Jtdbility . the CASTOR robot I S us ed t o handl " t t, ~
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dice. Its repeatibility is about +1- 10 microns . The
repetability of the PUMA 260 is only 40 microns . so
it is used for the less demanding tasks . The XY stage
used for positioning under the microscope has an accuracy of 5 microns .
The multi-tool used by the CASTOR robot consists of a small vacuum tube that can accurately take a
die and a syringe that is used to put the solder paste
on the IC dice carrier . Presently. this microbo tool
is not yet automatically interchangeable. which constrains the use of the CASTOR to these two tasks
only. On the other hand . the PUMA 260 uses two
interchangeable tools . The first one is a vacuum tube
built to pick up 40 pin IC dice carrier . The second tool
consists of two fingers for picking up a dice a rray by
holding it by the border .
3.

Functional Description

The overall process consists of putting dice on a
IC dice ca rrier on which solder paste has been a ppl ied.
This will be done in several steps involving many co ncurrent operations . Consequently. the functional desc ription put st ress on this.
The operation begins with the calibration of the
station. Then . the PUMA 260 robot takes a dice carrier and puts it on the XY stage. Meanwhile. the CASTOR robot has moved close to the microscope and is
ready to put on the paste . As soon as the PUMA 260
has finished its move. it goes to get the dice array
and puts it in the fidure close to the CASTOR robot
while the latter is putting on the paste. Then . the
CASTOR goes to take a die and puts it on the XY
stilge . Thereilfter . the XY stage moves the die under
the microscope . When it is in position . a picture of the
die is taken and the X Y stage moves immediately back
to where it was and the vision VAX 11/750 computes
the e)(act position of the center of the die . When the
result is known and the XY stage is in position . the
CASTOR picks up the die at the center and moves it
over the dice carrier . By that time. the orientation of
the die is known. which enables the CASTOR to put
it in pla ce. Meanwhile. the PUMA 260 has replaced
the dice array by the next required kind of dice . This
interleaved sequence is shown in Figure 2.
The reader may have noticed that sometimes during the process one robot is id le . doing nothing! Our
goal would be to make the robot ic station work with an
effi ciency close to 100 %. This problem has not been
fully resolved . A great deal of research and experi mentation are in progress involving image processing
Ji~ () r i thms . netwo rkin g il nd operat ing system~
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4.

Start- Up

We feel that the station start-up procedure is very
important . In order to do this nicely. special routines
have been written to ease the world modeling and the
calibration of the camera . The world modeling of the
station is done by basic guiding . which means that one
can teach the desired position using the robot teach
pendant . Both robots can be used for the modeling
of the environment. The routines written allow the
user to modify part or all of the en vironment in the
database . When a modification is done or a new el ement is introduced . the database is immediately up dated . Furthermore. a graphic routines package will
be added to help the user during the modeling . It will
guide the user by displaying the suggested sequence o f
points for teaching any particular object in the robot ic
s tation . For instance. if someone wants to teach the
position and orientation of an object X. the routines
will display the particular robot to be used for the
teaching of this particular object and the object itself.
The ca mera calibration is done automatic'ally . The
on ly requirement is that the robot program must know
the a ppro)(imate location of the came ra . This can be
provided during the basic guiding . During the camera calibration process . the robot is brought under the
camera and the equations relating the camera and the
robot coordinate systems are evaluated.
The calibration of the XY stage is also done automatically with the use of the camera . It is done by
precisely locating the position of a marker on the X Y
stage .

5.

Task Synchronization

Anyone working in il distributed environment must
dea l with the synchroniziltion of tasks running in paralle l on different computers . This is being done by
way of message passing . Every time a process has
to be synchronized with another . one of the processes
<lcts as message sender and the other one as message receiver . When the sender process has reached
its synchronization point . it sends a message to the
o ther process . It will not go further until a proper
ac kn.owledgement message is sent back . In the case
of the receiver process . it will run until it reaches the
"rendez- vous" point where it .e xpects a message . If
there is no message . it waits for the message unless
a watchdog procedure stops it . In this latter case . a
recovery procedure is fired . OtherWise. it reaJ s the
message and sends an acknowleJgemen t.
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Every process involving direct object movement
runs on the same VAX 11 / 750. This was done because
if a sensor detects a possible collision. it can stop the
robots immediately with a minimum of delay.
6.

Vision Feedback

Extensive use of vision feedback is made starting
with the calibration of the station until the termination of a working session . Every time the robots move
objects . vision feedback is used to detect any malfunctioning . However . most of the vision processing will be
used for the detection of the position and orientation
of the IC dice .
It is very important to detect the position of the
die accurately. We propose to do it in two steps. First.
an approximative evaluation of the position of the die
is done . Then . using this knowledge. the program tries
to match known local features from a database to the
present object. When this is done. the knowledge of
the exact position of these features can be used to
o btain the precise position of the die .
The finding of the aproximate position is done as
follows . First . a predefined grey level threshold is applied to the picture of the dice. Then . thinned edges
are obtained by running a contour tracing program
which stores the contours in chain codes . The chain
codes are noise filtered by applying a filter that retains
only the relatively long straight edges . Thereafter . the
shape of the desired dice is fitted to the exterior of the
residual edges. The quality of the fitting is critical.
The detection of the orientation is done using local
feature extraction . In order to do so . the program
uses the database containing available features of the
dice a nd their relative positions . Since these features
can be matched whithin a few passes and involve only
small part of the picture. the process can be very fast .
Having accurately located the IC die . other operations
would be possible . For example . getting the position
of the welding pad .
7.
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topic of collision avoidance is still under active research. we have decided to apply Freund and Hoyer 's
approach[91 . He considered the problem in the XY
plane where all the robots are described an translational and rotational joints . It turns out that most
robots can be described that way . This approach .
based on decision rules and tables. leads toward a relatively simple algorithm to plan the robot ' s trajectory.
This method is much more efficient than freezing one
robot when another is in the common working area .
and will significantly increase the performance of the
system by eliminating most of the robot's waiting .
8.

Conclusion

This system will provide us with some first hand
experience with multiple robots . It will be used as a
basis for implementing a multirobot multitasking s ystem for repairing IC and hybrid circuits . In the future.
other repair and assembly tasks with concurrency will
be added . This will e nsure a bette r pe rcentage of robot
use and will provide much flexibility to the user .
The required tooling and programming development for the assembly of hybrid circuits and IC dies
are presently in progress .
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